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EDITORIAL 

Hi Folks, 

Well it has been a quiet month with a OY 5 - Phoebes 
Lake and CDOA Champs-Rotorua. I hope the 'O'ers 
enjoyed themselves. Don't forget there are two OY's 
this month so get your running gear in order. 

I'm pleased to hear that my first edition of the magazine was 
received without a major hitch. 

This is a bumper edition because it will have more articles, photos 
AND AOA membership list - the one you guys have been waiting for! 

Don't forget to ensure the entry forms for AK Individual Champs and 
Short 'O' Champs, the deadline is 25 September 1991, is posted to Lisa 
Mead, 10/B Patuone Ave, Devonport, AK 10. 

The deadline for October edition is on Friday 20th September. Please 
send contributions before that date as I would like the printing of 
the magazine to be completed before the last OY7 Paparoa which is on 
Sun 29th October to the editor's address: 16 Korma Rd, 

Mt Roskill, 
AK 6. 

Mervyn Paitry 

COMING EVENTS 
SEPTEMBER 

1 SUN SA OY6. Waiuku Forest. Follow signs to Waiuku 
forest then follow "O" signs to event. 

8 SUN NW Promotion Event. 16 Mile Woodhill Forest. 
Follow SH 16 towards Helensville, turn left 
into Rimmers Road. 

15 SUN ROT CDOA OY5. Crater Block. North side of Lake 
Rerewhakaatu off SH 38, 45km from Rotorua. 

15 SUN C Farm event. Self's Farm, Papatoetoe. 

29 SUN C Paparoa. Woodhill Forest. Take Rimmers Road 
off SH16 and follow "O" signs. 

OCTOBER 

6 SUN C Park Event. Western Springs. 

6 SUN Ham CDOA OY6. Sour Brothers. Turn into Sh23 from 
Hamilton, head towards Raglan. "O" sign will 
be posted from Whatawhata on SH23-allow 30 
mins to event from Whatawhata. 

13 SUN NW Auckland Champs. Waterfall. 
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20 SUN SA Auckland Relay. Waiuku Forest. 

26/28 SAT/MON Hawkes Bay NZ Champs. 

NOVEMBER 

12 TUES C SUMMER SERIES- Auckland Domain 

19 TUES C SUMMER SERIES- One Tree Hill 

26 TUES C SUMMER SERIES- Western Springs 

STARTING TIMES 

For all Auckland events you can start any time from 10am to 12.30pm. 
Central District clubs events vary from area to area but their OY's 
have start times from 11am to 1pm. 

THE CENTRAL 
SPY REPORT 

# News from Robert Jessop has him competing in 
Norway, Sweden and Switzerland. Drammen 3 Day 
(Norway) - Good first day but a poor 2nd day due to jet lag 
catching up saw him finish 37th. Rob Garden was 17th in the M40 
grade at this event. Sorlands Galoppen (Norge 6 Day) - no event 
report but Robert found Norway very expensive, Big Mac $8, Banana 
$1, Tent Site for 1 night $40, Ice Block $1, Road toll in suburbs for 
streets equivalent to Mt Albert Road. Ostergotland (Swedish 3 Day) 
- no event report. Robert then attended the oringen Clinic held just 
before the Swedish Oringen 5 Day and found that very interesting. 
He and Robert Garden then travelled to Switzerland and were last 
heard of stopped in a traffic jam in Berne. 

# Though there has been no news of Alister Landels's overseas exploits 
yet (well he only left last week) there is no doubt he is in good 
physical shape to do us proud in Czechoslovakia. Over the last couple 
of months Alister has come 4th in the Auckland Cross Country 
Champs (11.7km in 38m 4s), 3rd fastest in the Teams Cross Country 
event (8.82km in 27m 4s>, 4th in a Manurewa Cross Country event 
and won an OY at Egmont. 

# Joanne Henderson, Richard Bolt, Brett Ashmore and Toby Carter have 
been selected for the Auckland Junior team to attend the CDOA 
Championships in Rotorua. The results for the CDOA Individual Champs 
are M15A Richard Bolt 1st, M17A Brett Ashmore 3rd, M19A Toby Carter 
5th and W17A Joanne Henderson 3rd. The results for the CDOA Short 
'O' CHamps are W17A Joanne Henderson 3rd, M17A Brett Ashmore 3rd, 
M19A Toby Carter 1st. Well done. 

# Do you know that the committee has decided that there will be no 
club championship event held this year? Because of an oversight it is 
now too late to notify members of the specific date for the club 
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champs (usually held in conjunction with an OY hosted by one of the 
other clubs and the only OY left is OY6 at Waiuku and the time 
frame is now such that notification, via this newsletter, would not 
reach you before that event was held). Instead our club champions 
will be determined from the final OY points. 

# The venue for the club's committee meetings is 56 Allens Road, East 
Tamaki. Look for the 'O' flag marking the venue. The starting time is, 
as always, 7.30pm. The meeting is always held on the first Wednesday 
of every month so the dates for the next meetings are 4th 
September, 2nd October and 6th November. All members are invited to 
attend as we don't have an appointed committee. 

# The club executive is due for a change this year. We will be needing 
a new President, Secretary and Treasurer. Volunteers are much 
preferred to conscripts so please give it some though then forward 
your names to Peter Johnson (Ph 575-4397) who will gladly arrange 
the necessary nomination procedures. 

# News is still slow coming in. If anyone has any boasting, info or 
gossip they would like published in the Auckland Orienteer would they 
please contact THE SPY (messages may be left at Ph 576-9147). 

The Spy 

NORTH WEST NEWS 
* Welcome to North West to Simon Rea, we hope you 

enjoy your orienteering with us. 

* Also a big welcome to Nicholas James Mead, born 14th 
August. Congratulations to Lisa and Geoff. Life will 
never be the same in your house again. 

* Please note a change of address for Rowena Grenfell - 10 Kowhatu 
Rd, One Tree Hill. Ph 641-292. 

* North West was well represented at the Central Districts Champs 
in mid August, where once again we had the greatest number of 
entries. Despite the cold and rainy weather most people enjoyed 
the chance to run on Crater Block map again. Those to win their 
grade were - David O'Brien M17A, Dave Melrose M21A, Kevin Jose 
M35B, Lesley Stone W45A and Ann Fettes W55A - Well done. 
The short 'O' held the following day at Ngamotu, had slightly 
better weather and participants were able to socialise between 
races. My bruised shins are still looking for the promised 
"improved runnability"! 

* Don't forget to get your entries in for the Auckland Champs and 
the New Zealand Champs - Go on, do it tonight. Those of you who 
are looking for transport to events, please feel free to ring 
someone on the member list. People always seem to know where 
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there are spare seats available - lack of transport should not 
mean you can't get to an event. 

* The venues for the next two club meetings are as follows -
Thursday 5th September - Mike & Debbie's home - 6 Totara Rd, 
Te Atatu North. 
Thursday 3rd October - Dave & Glen Middleton's - 24 Shanaway 
Rise, Glenfield. 
Start time 7.30pm All welcome. 

North West Newshound. 

DJ JAZZY JEFF AND THE 
FRESH PRINCES SOUTH 
AUCKLAND GOSSIP CORNER 
@ Well here is another edition of our gossip corner, 

all new with fresh gossip by South Aucklanders 
for South Aucklanders. 

@ Rolf B had his 21st party a couple of weeks ago. We hear that 50 
people turned up. Great turnout - it's a shame all of us at CD 
Champs missed it. Rolf also gets our 'cake of the month' award with 
his cake having a map of Woodhill on it. 

@ Our overseas connections tell us that Rob Garden came 30th out of 
80 competitors in M40 at an event at Oringen. In M40A, 500 people 
competed and M40B, 750 people competed so well done Rob. 

@ Thanks for your card Rob Pols from all S.A members (Don't worry 
we're contacting our lawyers as well). 

@ The September meeting is at Robinsons on the 2nd of September- and 
the October meeting is at Tremains on the 7th of October. 

@ Robbie and Tania also came back on the 2nd of September after all of 
their overseas exploits - looks a busy day for the Robinson household 

@ On the 18th of August while some of us were running in the mud at 
the CD Champs the Curries were headed off down the country to go 
skiing - hope you had fun guys. 

@ Jim and Phyl Snedden celebrate a 25th wedding anniversary in 
September, congratulations from all of us here at the S.A. club. 

@ Now on a less cheerful note, Mavis Hatwell is in intensive care after 
suffered what doctors believe is a stroke. Doctors expect a full 
recovery but it will take time. Our thoughts go to you and we're all 
sure you'll be back soon. 
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@ A message to all South Auckland members who want to beat Central 
and NW. Ring up Lyndsay Shuker or Jill Evans if you are available to 
run in a S.A. relay team this year. We want to hear from as many of 
you as possible so we can really trash N.W and Central. 

@ A reminder if you want to enter a relay team for the NZ Champs 
get the names together and send them away with your individual 
entries. 

@ A great event was held at Camp Adair a little while ago and 
congratulations to Barbara Batty for setting her first event and to 
Rolf who was vetter also Daniel and Tony who co-ordinated their 
first event. Thanks to all the other helpers as well. 

@ That's it for this month so if you have anything you want to put in 
the magazine ring Daniel (294-8181) or Tony (298-3797), see you 
later. 

DJ Jazzy Jeff and the Fresh Prince 

LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
Dear Editor, 

Through your news letter I would like to thank 
Whangarei Club on another excellent event OY5 
at Phoebes Lake. I, personally rank this area seconded only to 
Mamaku as the best 'O' areas in the North Island. I hope there is 
another OY event programmed on this map next year. Well done. 

Mike Ashmore 

PS To Reece and Mike can I offer you a bribe to add one second to 
Terge Moen's race time? Tell him it was a miscalculation. 

Hi Editor, 
OREINTEERING 

My first six months! 
If someone asked me today why I enjoy orienteering I would find 

it hard to answer. I'm not really sure what started me off this 
year. I know several people who are into orienteering but I just 
never got evolved before. This year I went to one of the park 
events, left with a programme and went to almost every event 
after that. It was a great way to spend some of those summer 
evenings. 

The first OY came along and I just about lost heart, the change 
in attitude, it all seemed so very intense. I had got past the gate 
at a time when no one was there and hence missed out on the list 
of instructions. I felt lost and out of place with no idea what to 
do. After sorting it out I was away, only getting, Um!, (finding 
the map was wrong in one place) gosh I could not make sense of it 
at the time. I met up with a friend afterwards who went over 
the map with me and explained some of the things other people 
were up to. Ways of holding your clip card, and why you put your 
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map in a plastic bag. It made me feel better and keen to try 
again. I felt however, that if I was a new individual, and had not 
know anyone then I would have found the change in attitude and 
approach quite hard and might not have been so keen to come back. 

Next came the May Series, I wondered if it would be over dosing, 
but it was great. Kawhia was a good place to start and I had a 
good run. I had heard so much about Mamaku I was interested to 
see what the reality was. I had six out thirteen controls that I 
was happy with and I was out there for what felt like forever, I 
was wondering if the course would close before I had finished. I'm 
still keen to go back and see if I can keep better contact with 
the map. Phoebes Lake was also good. I liked the 1st day as that 
was my best run but any problems I had were through my lack of 
skills and not a reflection on the map. I'm even thinking of going 
up for the OY which I had dismissed before as to far to travel. 
As a newcomer I do find the openness of the remarks in your 
newsletter most refreshing. Off the short time I have had with 
the club I feel its friendlier and more open than a lot of other 
organisations. 

Thanks to all the course setters and the many others who had 
to help to make the series the success that I felt it was. I had a 
query about one of my finish times and within the hour I had been 
rung back with the correct time. I felt great that even as novice 
someone was still willing to make an effort for me after what 
would have alreadly been a long day for them. 

I'm felling a little sorry for myself now as on the day at 
Whites Line I tore my calf muscle and now I have got a sore 
tendon. I'll work on getting back out there. 

Kevin Jose 

Overheard At One Tree Hill 2 8 / 7 / 9 1 

Slipping sliding. Slipping sliding, 
Mud, Mud everywhere! 
Up the hill, down the hill. 
I can't find that control anywhere. 
I can see it, I can see it! 
but how to get me there? 
Weeee!! Splat!! on my back! 
Cow pats! Sheep nuts too! 
Uugh it's wet, what a mess. 
Hold your noses and say "Oh Phew!" 
The sun doth shine, 
The rain cometh down, 
Proceed once more, Mine eyes to the ground. 
We seek them here, We seek them there, 
We seek those control cards everywhere. 
Found them all! to the finish we now must run! 
Who cares what Dad says, 
THAT WAS FUN!!! 

From Two Kiwi Kids 

(What about Mum?)Ed 
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KIWISPORT ORIENTEERING 

The Hillary Commission for Sport and Recreation in Auckland has 
given Orienteering a bit of a push by promoting our sport at all 
school levels. The result has been a fantastic four out of five 
lists from teachers sports. This has kept Kiwisport persons from 
the three Auckland Clubs very busy bringing Orienteering to 
teachers, children and other interested persons. The feed-back 
from Teachers in Service Courses has been most positive. 

The interest is there!! Do something!! 
Now is your chance to help your club! 
Keep this interest going and thus ensure a healthy membership! 

Help to do this by:-
A. Being a Kiwisport Orienteering Instructor. There is a Teaching 

Manual to guide you. 
B. Introduce orienteering to your children's school through "What 

we did in the weekend" talk times. 
C. Introduce Kiwisport Orienteering to your child's class, school and 

/or birthday party game. Ask your Club Kiwisport Persons to 
clue you up on the Kiwi method. It is so easy and common sense, 
one uses it every day without realising it. 

D. Promoting the next Park event on the classroom or school 
notice board. 

Some idea of the following will be helpful, either as in-depth 
knowledge for yourself or for Secondary School level. 
1. How to start/finish a runner 
2. Calculate elapsed time. 
3. How to display results. 
4. How to co-ordinate an event. 
5. Course setting/vetting. 
6. Map Terminology. 
7. Different types of events eg relays, Score, Memory, Trivia, 

etc 
Where to get this information? 
a) Personal experience - the best way of all. 
b) Phone your secretary 7-10 days before your club event and 

offer your assistance for "event jobs". 
c) New members can offer to be a co-helper in return for 

learning how "event jobs" are done. 
d) Ask other orienteers to explain any terminology you don't 

understand. 
e) Various publications and training courses. Ask your secretary 

for information on these. 
f) As you gain experience, offer to co-set or set an event. 

HAVING DONE ALL THIS, WATCH WITH PRIDE AS ORIENTEERING GROWS! 

KIWISPORT MAPS 
Schools requesting black and white maps of their grounds, please 
direct these to a club secretary or Kiwisport person. 

May Young 
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AUCKLAND R E L A Y C H A M P I O N S H I P S 

SUNDAY 20 OCTOBER 1991 

ARRANGED BY SOUTH AUCKLAND CLUB 
TERRAIN: WAIUKU FOREST 
Teams will consist of five competitors and all will compete to the 
same race. Grade restrictions on different legs have been kept to a 
minimum, but it is intended to have a range of grades in each team. 
Each grade has been allocated a rating and each team is allowed a 
maximum of 145, made up of the total five grade ratings of the 
individual team members. 

GRADE RATINGS 

1. M21E 50 
2. M35A, W21E 45 
3. M19A, M21A, M40A, M45A 40 
4. M17A, M21B 35 
5. M50A, W19A, W21A, W35A 30 
6. M15A, M35B, M55A, W17A, W40A 25 
7. M45B, W15A, W21B, W45A 20 
8. M13A, M-20B, M21C, M60A, M65A, W35B, W50A 15 
9. W13A, W-20B, W21C, W45B, W55A 10 
10. M-10, M11A, W-10, W11A 5 

GRADE RESTRICTIONS 

LEG A: Juniors under 15A, Juniors under 17B, W45B+ only 
LEG B: Juniors under 17A, Any B or C or W50+ 
LEG C,D,E Any grade 

INTER-CLUB COMPETITION 

First three teams from each Auckland and Whangarei club will have 
their placings totalled and the winning club will be the one with 
the lowest total. Entries will be welcome from other clubs outside 
the AOA area. Composite teams can also be formed by those clubs 
with spare runners. 

ENTRIES 

Entries will be co-ordinated by the following club representatives: 

CENTRAL -TOM DAVIES PH 278-4747 
NORTH WEST -MICHAEL HOOD PH (09)426-7756 
SOUTH AUCKLAND -LYNDSAY SHUKER PH 294-8297 

-JILL EVANS PH 576-7350 

ENTRIES CLOSE 6 OCTOBER 1991 with Lyndsay Shuker Ph 294-8297, R D 3, 
Waiuku. Only the number of teams from each club is required together 
with appropriate entry fees; individual competitors' names are not 
required at this stage. 

ENTRY FEES: SENIORS $6.00 JUNIORS (UNDER 19) $4.00 

P. S. Pre-start registration will take time so ensure all teams 
members are at event well before 100.00am race start. 
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N.Z.O.F. 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

TO: All Club Secretaries 

ATTENTION: All mappers and Cartographers 

Dear People 

1991 MAPPING SEMINAR : FLOCK COURSE : BULLS 
29/30 JUNE 1991 

The following decisions were made at the above seminar and are to be incorporated 
on all future NZ 'o' Maps. 

Note that representatives of 80% of all clubs attended and the recommendations of 
the seminar have been accepted by myself (NZOF Technical Officer) as being a 
standard acceptable in terms of local interpretation of IOF Mapping Specification. 

1) Distinctive Tree - Green Circle 
2) Log &/or Stump (No distinction between the two) - Green X 
3) Water Trough / Cattle Trough - Blue Circle 

Note: that you may consider increasing the diameter slightly for this circle to 
distinguish between a trough and tree for those people with colour blindness 
problems. 

4) Water Tank - As this is a large structure built by man it is classed as a building 
therefore show a standard building symbol. ie blacksquare (solid black). It 
should not be shown as a solid black circle unless it is of the order of 20m 
across as confusion can arise when trying to distinguish between that and a 
large boulder. 

5) Small platforms on side of steep slope - preferred method is to use a short 
formline contour. If it cannot be shown by this method it is probably too small 
to map. 

6) Yellow for open farmland maps. 
Due to the impractical nature of the solid yellow colour PMS 136 ie you have 
difficulty overprinting courses on it, contours fade into insignificance and it 
glares in strong sunlight. The recommendation is to map all farmland with a 
50% dot screen. ie rough open land. It is recognised that this may not always 
be exactly correct as some farmland is often cropped as clean as a football 
field, but for practical purposes - readability and overprinting - it is the better 
option. 

OTHER POINTS TO NOTE 

Changes to IOF Map Specification 

a) North lines obscuring detail - it is now optional if you break the line or not. 
Recommend to do so for clarity. 
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b) Northlines do not have to have arrows on them now. However conference 
strongly recommends that they be retained as confusion does arise if they are 
absent. 

c) Fieldwork and tracing of 'o' maps must be done at 1:7500 as if they were to 
be reduced to 15,000. But they may be reduced to 1:10,000 if approval is 
sought first from NZOF Tech Officer. This is applicable to all maps being used 
for badge events and no deviation is allowed. (If in doubt check with NZOF 
Tech. Officer). You should also apply same rules to club maps for fieldwork 
otherwise people will end up with far too much detail on their maps. 

d) Runnability has been clarified. 
e) New Symbol for Vineyard. 
f) New Symbol for Cultivation Boundary. 
g) Tracks, Paths and Rides are clarified. 
h) New symbol for High Stone Wall. 
i) Settlement can now be Green / Yellow combination giving an Olive Green 

appearance as an alternative to vertical black line section. 
j) Permanently out of Bounds - use either black or purple. 
k) If the out of bounds area has a boundary shown on the ground which is 

obvious ie hedge / fence or is taped for the event then the O/B area should be 
shown on the map with a border of the same colour around it. ie using black, 
a black border is required, using purple a purple border is required. 

I) New symbol for uncrossable pipeline. 
m) Purple cross hatching for dangerous area - could be an area with a lot of deep 

shafts / pits, quicksand ???, or thermal areas. 
n) Note that there is now no specific symbol for a Trig Station. You may use a 

Tower symbol or a cairn symbol. 

3-4 Colour Maps 

As a cost saving experience it is not considered worth the effort as the cost difference 
is nominal - 10% of total maybe. Also gives beginners false impressions and creates 
confusion. 

Lazer Colour Copying 

Worthwhile for small numbers of maps but too expensive if large numbers required. 

Printers and Plate makers 

1 G Teahan recommended good platemaker in Palmerston North 

Name 
Address 

2 Ian Bryce Printers Rotorua have proved to be excellent printers and will go to 
great lengths to achieve exact registration - even if you make a mistake on your 
registration points. They make their own plates and if you are going to use 
them for printing it is best to get them to make their own plates. They can't 
blame the platemaker for possible stuffups or vice versa. 
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If you are going to use I Bryce for printers contact me (Ken Holst) for liaison 
with printers. I am quite willing to assist and with personal approach usually get 
a better job. 

Note - Platemakers in 1 above already have IOF screens. 

Ian Bryce are in process of ordering same. 

Paper for Maps 

Do not print maps on uncoated paper. Use a 116gms Cartridge paper with matt 
coating - not a gloss finish and not uncoated. 

The former creates glare and is hard to read in sunlight the latter absorbs ink which 
spreads and gives poor copies. 

These were points of note (and all I can recall). A full summary of the seminar will be 
collated from the video's and distributed at a later date. 

Yours in 'o' 

Ken Holst 
NZOF TECHNICAL OFFICER 

TIMES SQUARE 

OY5 Phoebes Lake 
4/8/91 

Course 6 

Peter Godfrey 
M45B 

S - MM 
MM - Tri 
Tri - 1 

1 - 2 
2 - 3 
3 - 4 
4 - 5 
5 - 6 
6 - 7 
7 - 8 
8 - 9 * 
9 - F 

TOTAL 

4.04 
1.46 
9.08 
8.25 
68.52 
9.51 
3.00 
10.01 
84.01 
6.26 

18.58 

224.32 

EYES... GLASSY, BUT SINCERE, FROM 

SEVEN HOURS IN THE FINISH TENT 

READlNG PUNCH HOLES AND 

DOING MATH 

C H E C K S ...PUFFY FROM 

BLOWING THE START 

WHISTLE 

MOUTH... BIG, IT 'S 

VOLUNTEERING 

H I M AGAIN 

DICTIONARY AND 

THESAURUS IN TOW 

TO AID IN COMPOSING 

HIS NEWSLETTER 
COMPOSITIONS 

H A I R GREY AND THIN FROM 

FRANTIC WORRY OVER 

UNPREDICTABLE WEATHER 

C A U L I F L O W E R EARS 

FROM THOUSANDS OF PHONE CALLS 

R E D F I N G E R S F R O M T H E I N K 

O F THE COURSE PRINTER 

NOSE TWITCHING 

"IS THAT RAIN IN THE A I R ? " 

A R M . . . MUSCULAR F R O M 
C A R R Y I N G 5 2 CONTROLS TO 
THEIR WOODSY LOCATIONS 

PAPER CUTS FROM 

STUFFING NEWSLETTER ENVELOPES 

ROPE BURNS FROM 

PUTTING UP THE MEET T E N T 

S O R E . . F R O M PROLONGED 

VIGIL AT THE "SPLIT" CONTROL 

B R l E F C A S E . . . ALWAYS CARRIES HIS 

"O" CLOTHES AND SHOES . . . READY TO 

LEAP INTO THE WOODS AT A 

MOMENT'S NOTICE 

HOLES IN SHOES FROM COURSE 

VETTlNG, RIBBON HANGING, WATER 

CONTROL STOCKING 

THE INTREPlD ORIENTEERING VOLUNTEER 

(from ORIENTEERING CANADA, Nov., '82 10:41 

* 9th control uplifted 
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N . Z . O . F . 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

LIST OF APPROVED CONTROLLERS AS AT 4/7/91 

Note: Some may have been classified incorrectly due to not forwarding full 
application form. Clubs have in some cases only sent a list of people. 

A Grade B Grade 

Ray Nicholson 
Ian Basire 
John Bocock 
Graham Boniface 
John Mote 
Joy Talbot* 
Alex Cook* 
Roger Bee 
Phil Brodie 

Ken Holst 
Mark McKenna 
Keith Stone 
Ralph King* 
Dave Melrose 
Bruce Henderson 
Bunny Rathbone 
Malcolm Ingham 
Leo Holmes 
Graham Teahan 
John Doolan 
Colin Tast 
Terje Moen 
Judy Martin 
Barry Martin 
Linda Parker 
M Parker 
Ted Van Geldermalsen 
Michael Wood 
John Davies 
Robyn Davies 
Brian Crawford 
Svend Pederson 
Bob Scott 
Ann Scott 

Bryan Teahan* 
Tony Nixon* 
Regan Potangatoa 
George Elliott 
Kevin McGlinchy 
Simon Swafield 
Dave Laurie* 
Andy Buchanan 
Brian Aitken 
Jo Guest 
Mike Beveridge 
Colin Bray* 
Les Warren 
Dennis Todd 
Gillian Ingham 
Bill Tehan* 
Bas Cuthbert 
Ross Mason 
Gavin Scott 
Robin Maud 
Mark Roberts 
Brian Long 
David McCarthy 

Others Known to Have Experience 
But no Application Recieved (Not 
Classified) 

J Stronach 
W Aspin 
P Aspin 
D Browning 
T Brighouse 
K Ireland 
K Dobbie 
B Dryden 
P Sneddon 
C Battley 
Graeme Williams 
A Dowling 

K Dowling 
I Holden 
B Foote 
Peter Wilson 
B Rathbone 
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N.Z.O.F. 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

Dear Sir/Madam. 
I have been asked to look into the question of colour coding of 
courses in NZ. The following information is based on input 
from differant people in NZ & also takes into consideration 
colour coding of events in Great Britian, Australia & Sth 
Island. 

GB SI AUST 
String Course - YY -
VeryEasy/Beginner WHITE WHITE/KIWI BLUE 
Easy YELLOW YELLOW GREEN 
Medium Difficulty ORANGE ORANGE ORANGE 

RED 
Difficult/Advanced GREEN RED RED 

BLUE 
BROWN 

As can be seen GB has a much wider range of colours which 
increase in difficulty as the colours get darker. I believe 
that the U.S.A has a similar system to GB. 
I can see no point in having a range of colours for the same 
difficulty and hence My preferance is for a 4 colour system as 
per Aust but similar to GB. i.e. the lighter the colour the 
easier the course. In fact as per the SI. 
Therefor the 4 colours would be :-

WHITE - Very easy. e.g. W&M 12A & under plus 
beginners, junior B grades/Kiwi sport 

YELLOW - Easy e.g. W&M 13-14A, W&M21C, Junior B grades. 
ORANGE - Medium difficulty. e.g.Senior B grades, W&M15A 
RED - Advanced or difficult.e.g. ALL senior A grade 

including 17A & above 

This system can be utilised at club, OY & badge event levels. 
Probably on most club events the difficulty wouldnt exceed the 
'orange' level, but this would depend on the map & the course 
setter. 
there have been numerous ideas cropping up around the country 
indicating length and difficulty in various colour 
combinations. 
However my belief is that the colour should indicate 
difficulty only. Any number of courses can be set within that 
difficulty level. 
An alternative idea has been put forward that instead of 
colours we should have a series of courses described by names 
which actually indicate the type of course 
e.g. STRING,HANDRAIL,OFF-HANDRAIL,BOLD ATTACK POINT, SUBTLE 
ATTACK POINT. 
Personnally I'm not particularly in favour of this idea as we 
already have a system like this called VERY EASY,EASY,MEDIUM 
etc 
HOWEVER many clubs are & areas are using colour coded events & 
my concern is that this should be standardised within NZ. 

The above 4 colours are my recommendation. 

Please consider & advise me of any alterations your club 
consider would be advantageous. 
It is my intention to a recommendation to NZOF management 
committee later this year so that a colour system can be 
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incorporated in the NZOF Rules. 
Please let me have your ideas before the end of September 1991 

Yours In 'O' 

K.C.HOLST 
NZOF Technical Convenor 

MINING IN WOODHILL 
An application was lodged in July by Westland Ilmenite Ltd, a subsidiary 
of a large Australian mining company, for a licence to prospect for 
Ilmenite in the iron sands of Woodhill. The area applied for excludes 
the foreshore but includes the whole of Woodhill Forest except for 
Otakini Topu and several very small 'sensitive' areas. The application 
has been made under on act, soon to be replaced, which denies the public 
the right to make submissions. The decision to grant a licence is up to 
the Minister of Energy. 
The company stresses that it is a prospecting licence only, involving 
the drilling of lines of 2 inch holes, (up to 100 metres depth), and 
only existing roads would be used. However, mining in Woodhill is 
unthinkable and I urge you all to write to your local MP, the Minister 
of Energy John Luxton, the Minister for the Environment Simon Upton and 
the Minister for Recreation and Sport John Banks. It is important that 
you write at once as the decision will be made shortly. A sample letter 
is below 

The Minister of Energy 
Dear Mr Luxton 
I urge you not to grant Westland Ilmenite Ltd a licence to prospect 
in Woodhill Forest iron sands. 
As an orienteer, I have used the forest for many years. It is one 
of the finest venues for our sport in New Zealand. Indeed, a World 
Cup event scheduled there in 1994. It is an important recreational 
area for the city of Auckland and a valuable timber resource. 
Trees were planted to stabilize the dunes; mining would surely 
destabilise them and cause significant environmental damage, 

possibly harming the gannet colony at Muriwai. Muriwai is a special place. Let us keep it that way and deny access 
to the Westland Ilmenite company. 

Yours truly 

Ann Fettes 

PS 
Editor, 
Drilling holes 2 inches (100 metres depth) is no problems to Orienteers, 
but what happens when they excavate to even half that depth, make a 
wonderful hazard wouldn't it (not to mention the mess and noise). 
PLEASE DON'T FORGET TO POST IT!!! DOESN'T NEED A STAMP!!!! 
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Egmont Orienteering Club 
PO Box 693, New Plymouth 

TARANAKI MASTERS GAMES 

ORIENTEERING EVENT 

5 OCTOBER 1991 START TIME 1.00pm 

ENTRY FORM 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

PHONE Hm 

AGE GROUP 

35-39 
4 0 - 4 4 
4 5 - 4 9 

Bus 

50-54 

55 + 

MALE 

ENTRIES TO 

FEMALE 

ENTRIES CLOSE 6/9/91 ENTRY FEE $10 

A. SANDERSON 
PO BOX 693 
NEW PLYMOUTH PHONE 513336 
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SMOKE FREE TARANAKI MASTERS GAMES 

SAT 5TH OCTOBER 1991 - BARRETT DOMAIN 

SCALE: 1:10,000, 5 metre contours 

LOCATION: Upper Westown, New Plymouth. 10 minutes 
from city centre via Morley St, Tukapa St, 
Wallath Rd (Woolworths Supermarket), Roto 
St. 

TERRAIN/ 
RUNNABILITY: Undulating farmland, with 30% native bush, 

lagoons and streams. 

SETTER: 

CONTROLLER: 

Russell Williams. 

Craig Sorenson. 

STARTS: 1 pm - 3 pm. 

CLOSURE: 4:30 pm. 

RESULTS & 
CERTIFICATES: Available 5 pm. 

ACCOMMODATION: RITZ HOSTEL (ex Power Station Hostel) 
Rangitake Drive/Centennial Drive, NP. 

TARANAKI COUNTRY LODGE 
SH3/Henwood Rd, Bell Block 

GRADES : 35-55+ in 5 year stages, 

COURSES: M35, M40 5.5 km 
M45, 
W35 5.0 km 
M50, 
W40 4.5 km 
M55+, W45+ 3.5 km 
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NZO91 CHALLENGE PHOTOS 

PHOTOS SUPPLIED BY GAY AMBLER AND LESLEY STONE. 

INDIVIDUAL STARTERS AT PAPAROA CHALLENGE INDIVIDUAL CHAMPS 
19TH MAY 1991 
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KIRSTEN AMBLER AND JO HENDERSON CHANGEOVER 
AT PAPAROA CHALLENGE RELAYS 26TH MAY 1991 
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BRUCE HENDERSON RECEIVING BACK CEREBOS CUP FROM AUSTRALIAN MANAGER 
(PAUL DAVIS) AT CHALLENGE RELAY EVENT 26IH MAY 1991 PAPAROA MAP. 
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JOHN FETTES AND KIRSTEN AMBLER STARTING AT PAPAROA TASMAN CHALLENGE 
INDIVIDUALS 19TH MAY 1991 
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JANICE CYPRIAN OF WHO STARTING 
TONY TREMAIN & DANIEL STEVENS AT 
PHOEBES LAKE 22ND MAY 1991 

DID THE SHORTS STAY TOGETHER BOYS??? 

JUNIOR AUSSIES AND KIWIS AT PAPAROA 
26TH MAY CHALLENGE 
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NZ TEAM LINE-UP AT CHALLENGE RELAYS 
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National Mutual 

N E W Z E A L A N D 

MASTERS GAMES 
DUNEDIN FEBRUARY 3 - 9, 1992 

WANGANUI FEBRUARY 4 - 10, 1993 
The 1991 Masters games were so successful that they will now be 
annual. Dunedin and Wanganui will now alternate hosting the Games. 
Don't miss out on this wonderful competitive and social sports festival. 

ORIENTEERING PROGRAMME 

Saturday 8 and Sunday 9 February 1992 
Two days of competition on two courses near Dunedin 
Special novice section for people with little or no experience. 
Qualifying age 35 years. Contact: Helen Carman Ph 03 4743565 work 
Ph 03 4545802 home 

Other sports also in the Games : 
athletics * badminton * basketball * bridge • chess * croquet * cycling 
darts * diving * equestrian • golf * hockey * indoor bowls * lawn bowls 
netball * orienteering * roller skating • rowing * shooting - clay target / 
fullbore / pistol / smallbore * soccer - indoor and outdoor • softball * 
squash * swimming * surfing * table tennis * 10 pin bowling * tennis * 
touch 7s * triathlon * volleyball - indoor and beach * waterpolo * 
windsurfing * yachting 

For entry forms write to : 
National Mutual NZ Masters Games, PO Box 58 45, DUNEDIN 

ELDERLY ORIENTEERS HAZARD 
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DESPERATLY SEEKING HELP!! 

"NEW ZEALAND SPORT AND LEISURE EXPO" 
12TH AND 13TH OCTOBER 
(NZ EXPO CENTRE, EPSOM SHOWGROUNDS) 

This event will be New Zealand's inaugural sports and leisure expo 
with a mix of sports clubs and organisations and commercial 
exhibitors demonstrating and selling product on site. 

The aim of this expo is to introduce New Zealanders to the variety 
of sport and leisure pursuits available to them by encourageing 
participation in as many different recreational activities as possible 
on site. 

The theme of the expo is: 

"GIVE IT A GO" 

The AOA has authorised participation and funding, for what is seen to 
be, a great opportunity to promote our sport. I have offered to co
ordinate this promotion but it will need a team effort to ensure we 
make a success of this promotional opportunity. 

Please offer your services, ASAP, as a planning and ideas committee 
meeting will nedd to be set up no later than the second week of 
September. 

Mike Ashmore 
Ph 576-6850 

LOST BY ONE 
CARELESS TEENAGER 
1 Pair of Nikes 10 
1 Pair blue V.J.'s large 
Should be in a very smelly plastic bag. Lost since Whites Line 26th 
May. Can you believe it??? 
Should I mention his name??? Yes 
Its CHRIS AMBLER. 
If found please ring RESPONSIBLE!!! Parents 
Rob and Gay Ambler (09) 424-7010 

MAPSPORT MAGAZINE 
NZOF HAS NOT BUDGETED FOR MAPSPORT THIS YEAR. IF ANYONE WOULD LIKE 
TO RECEIVE A COPY OF MAPSPORT PLEASE CONFIRM WITH YOUR CLUB 
SECRETARY SO SECRETARY CAN CONFIRM NUMBERS A.S.A.P. 
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NEW ZEALAND 

BOX 27 REPOROA 
PHONE 073 - 38220 

( AFTER 16-08-91 0 7 3338220) 
SUPPLIERS OF VJ ORIENTEERING PRODUCTS. 

PRICES: (1991) 

Shoes- Magnum spikes 
Other spikes 
Metalstud 
Rubber studs 

Start 

$180 
$175 
$155 
$145 
$95 

Gaiters- Standard 
Highlight 
PRO TECH 

Bags-VJ SPORT ORIENTEERING 

$40 
$45 
$50 
$ 100 

Compasses -SUUNTO 

F-1 Thumb compass 
Star Thumb compass 
A2200 
M3 
A2100 

$55 
$50 
$45 
$45 
$40 

These prices include duty,G.S.T., external transport and 15% 
handling charge. Domestic postage is not included. 
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Information on shoes: 
MAGNUM 4m Light competition shoe for top orienteers. 

New special spike shoe. 
MIRAGE Into seven rubber studs are set metalstuds (like 

in studded car tyres. 
MAGNUM S.R. & RUNNER ELIT Shoes are light and materials 

do not absorb water. 
RUNNER S.X. Light and comfortable orienteering shoe. 
SUPRA S.X. Light orienteering shoe with narrow last. 
PLATINUM & PLATINUM S.R. Light and longwearing 

orienteering shoes. 
FLASH Light and soft orienteering shoe with suede 

stiffeners. 
All the above seven models available in spikes. 

START A dampproof orienteering shoe for children. 

Information on gaiters: 
HIGHLIGHT Light with elastic stirrup. 
STANDARD Original model. 
PRO TECH Flouro. Elastic, light and comfortable. 
Information on compasses: 
SUUNTO STAR Thumb compass with fixed capsule. 
SUUNTO F-1 New compass combining base-plate compass with 

the best features of the thumb compass. Has 
rotating capsule. 

M-3 Top-rank compass for competitions. Two holes for 
control marking & 4-fold magnifying glass. 

A-2100 Popular orienteering compass with control marking 
holes & four-fold magnification lens. 

A-2200 Extra long base-plate and large, four-fold 
magnification T.V. style lens. Circular control 
marking hole and a handy pace counter. 

Quite honestly, I don't know why you bother. 
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JUNIOR WORLD ORIENTEERING CHAMPIONSHIPS 1991, 
BERLIN, GERMANY. MY STORY FIND IMPRESSIONS. 

DAY 1: 7TH JULY. 
The first problem was finding the hostel, From the S-Bahn (city 
railway!) it was supposed to be a simple 800m walk. It took me nearly 
two hungry hours of wandering around firstly asking if they spoke 
English, then if they knew where "Badeweg" was. I found it in the end, 
the sign, one small one, was well hidden in the hedge. I found out later 
Tania also had trouble, perhaps a plot? 
My room mates were three fine specimens of Irish flesh that made up 
their entire team. They were good company. W e had to share the shower 
with the Japanese who spoke very little English - most interesting. 
DAY 2: 8th JULY 
First impressions what a lot of good looking girls!! Swedes, Swiss, 
Danish, German, they all fielded top quality teams. You had better ask 
Tania what the guy were like. Training day was on the map which 
borders the hostel. We were told the practise controls had been placed 
near the path to protect the forest and that this area was nothing 
like the event area. The area most similar was three km north and had 
no controls on it. Great!! 
I jogged about the place, terrain was flat, good running, lots and lots 
of tracks. It was hot over 30 C. I spent the rest of the day swimming 
in the lake behind the hostel and drinking litres of water. 
DAY 3 
Short 'O', hot today. 32 C. 5km run in the morning to try to get in 
the top 16/30. Ahhh, I didn't make the 'A' final. Winners time 23-24 
minutes, it was quick. I did 33 with less than 5 minutes of mistakes. 
Tania did well finishing 5th in her semi. I qualified for the 'B' final, 
same course as the 'A', 6km, but run later. I really struggled with the 
running, couldn't handle the two races, finished in 37 minutes, winners 
time 27 minutes. 
DAY 4; Training and Rest Day 
A light jog around the woods in the morning and in the afternoon, a 
guided tour around Berlin with one of the Officials. A rather pleasant 
day. Late to bed because of Irish antics!! 
DAY 5; Classic Race 14km 
ot racing until 12.06, time for a big breakfast and leisurely morning. I 
made the fatal mistake of not drinking enough, to replace what I lost 
in the night. It was very hot indeed, supposedly 37 C. I suffered out 
there unable to continue past control 12/28 due to disorientated 
behaviour. Only good part of the race was beating the Australian Grant 
Bluit over 3 short controls. 
DAY 6; Relay Race only 12km 
Still hot, well over 30 C. I was third runner with the Canadian left 
overs. After the first five places had finished I got to run. Took it 
very easy and made sure I finished. Really good flat fast running. It 
would have been great if it had been cool. The evening was the highlight 
of the week. A cruise around the lakes of Berlin and crates of free 
beer!! German hospitality!! 
In conclusion 
Socially the JWOC was great. I was able to move easily among the other 
teams, and met some most interesting people. Orienteering wise, it was 
an experience. Short 'O' 6.25km in 27 minutes! and these guys are only 
19-20 years. The Orienteering was mainly simple lots of tracks, for me 
this meant I could relocate off one end and in 30 seconds be attacking 
again. The top runners can not afford that 38 seconds, it would drop 
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them 5 places. I'm sure the NZ elites know the feeling. The standard is 
a big step up from G.B. which is a big step up from N.Z. I can't see 
any way N.Z. can improve quickly without spending large amounts of 
money and manpower, which it doesn't have. I hoped what I have said 
may encourage some juniors to try and compete in Future JWOC. It's 
worth it, and you can combine months before and after Orienteering 
around Europe. (Provided you're got parents to keep asking for money! 

Mum) 
Regards to one and all, 
Aidan Boswell 

FROM THE 
ARCHIVES 

Sept 1981 was a month of championships with 
Geof Bendall's name appearing as winner of all 
M43 events. The WOA Champs at Golgotha, part of the Ngaumu 
complex (Telescope Creek and Kaumahanga of recent years) was 
notable for the long winning times - M21A 113.00, W21A 124.00, W15A 
92.00 and W43 138.00. 

The CD Champs were on Wharua with its steep canyons and Green 
green areas. Norm (M56) and Beris Ryder (W43) won their grades 
and "Newcomer" Rob Garden won the M21B. 

Ye Olde Woodhille map was the setting for AOA Champs with the 
start in a picnic area and a 600m climb to the finish. Athol 
Lansdale beat me by 22 secs and it was the climb that did it. 

In an OY on Puketapu Rd, David Melrose (still winning at this years' 
CD Champs) won the M21A from T Moen and R Jessop was 4th in the 
M13-14 grade and 2nd in the Novice event which was won by A and M 
Fisken(now playing golf). 

Ken Browne 

ORIENTEERS 
AUCKLAND PROVINCIAL CHAMPS 
M21A: R. Brighouse, 81m, 29s, 1 , 

J. Rix, 85m 17s, 2; M. Kerrison 
(Pinelands), 97m 03s, 3. 

M35A: B. Shuker, 71m 20s, 1; J. 
Robinson, 72m 40s, 2; T. Brighouse 
(Taupo), 80m 34s, 3. 

M43A: G. Benall, 78m 49s, 1 ; J. 
Fettes, 80m 47s, 2; A. Nicholls, 84m 
36s, 3. 

M50A: A. Lonsdale, 58m, 1 ; K. 
Browne, 58m 22s, 2; P. Mellsop, 59 
25s, 3. 
M56A: R. King, 53m 32s, 1; A. Old 

field, 79m 53s, 2; D. Morrison. 3. 
Junior boys: S. Clendon, 48m 30s, 

1; R. Crawford, 50m 02s, 2; H. 
Moore, 58m 16s, 3. 

Sub-Junior boys; C . Brighouse 
(Taupo), 38m 23s, 1; R. Jessop, 38m 
40s, 2; M. Gasson. 45m 14s, 3. 
W21A: P. Snedden, 73m 14s, 1; P. 
Aspin. 73m 23s, 2; C Fettes, 87m, 3. 

W35A: J. Evans, 61m 5s, 1; R. 
Shuker, 66m 46s, 2; J. Bell, 67m 25s, 
3. 

W43A: M. Nicholls, 58m 43s, 1; H. 
Weeks, 61m 17s, 2; J. Brewis, 71m 
25s, 3. 

W50A: D. Oldfield, 72m 7s, 1. 
Junior girls: J. Browne. 56m 34s, 

1; L. Aspin, 60m 25s, 2; J. Cunning-
ham, 63m 11s, 3. 

Sub-Junior girls: K. Nicholls, 53m 
33s, 1; P. Nicholls, 74m 46s, 2; A. 
Moore, 78m 58s, 3. 

FOR FINDING LOST 

"O"ers- don't get 
lost 
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CDOA Champs M t Tarawera . 

A shocker of a day greeted us on Saturday - rain, wind and cold. A 25 
minute walk to the start was enough to deter the hardiest competitor 
in those conditions. I am proud of the AOA under 21 team that they 
ventured forth and many of them performed very well. Crater Block is 
a fast-running area with a multitude of parallel rides. I got totally 
confused at one stage where a ride masqueraded as a track. Altough the 
rain stopped it was not pleasant enough to hang around for results and 
most of us headed back to Rotorua for hot showers and a long soak in 
hot pools. 

Sunday was brighter and colder but racing around the Short-O course 
warmed us up. Good use was made of the time between races to 
socialise and have some of Gay's chocolate cake. 

Thanks to the team for participating. You looked smart in your uniform 
O-tops. I hope you'll think seriously about coming to the Wellington 
Champs in November, where perhaps we'll have more opportunity to mix 
with the Wellington team. We are awaiting the official results before 
determining who won the team competition. 

As manager of the team, I didn't do much of a job. With team members 
arriving independently and staging at different venues, and the weather 
not being helpful, at no time did I get the team all together. (It was a 
requirement for the Wellington team that they travel together). 
Perhaps we can have a chat about team matters at the training camp in 
August 29th. 

Best results: 
Saturday W13A 3rd. I Currie Sunday W17A 1st. K Ambler 

4th. C Hood 3rd. J Henderson 
W17A 2nd. K Ambler M U-17 2nd. P Ambler 

3rd. J Hendeson 3rd. D Steven 
M15A 1st. R Bolt M17A 1st. D O'Brien 

3rd. P Ambler 2nd. C Ambler 
6th. D Steven 3rd. B Ashmore 

M17A 1st. D O'Brien M19A 1st. T Carter 
3rd. B Ashmore 3rd. C Abrahamsson 

M19A 3rd. C Abrahamsson 
4th. P Goss 
5th. T Carter 

Ann Fettes 

Congratulations to the inaugral Auckland Junior Orienteering team for 
performing with such distinction at the Central Districts Championships 
17/18 August. It's a pity that the weather did not allow them a higher 
profile in their snazzy new uniforms. 

Thanks too to Team Manager Ann Fettes whose brainchild it was. With 
the support of parents and clubs we are fostering the champions of 
tomorrow. 

Lets all get behind Ann and send a great team to Wellington. 

Lorri O'Brien 
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COLD KIWI 

WHEN: Sunday, 8 September 1991. 

WHERE: Waiouru. 

MAP: MARSDEN New 1:15000 to IOF standard. 

TERRAIN: Varies from rolling to steep hills centred on the 
Army Training Groups Land near Waiouru. 
The runnability is variable over the tussock and 
generally offers fast to slow running. In places 
there are numerous tracks which are subject to 
change at any time. 

COURSES: Seven courses offered based on Wellington OY Rainbow 
Series. 

PRIZES: Will be offered for each men and women placesetters 
per course subject to number of entries per course. 

ACCOMMODATION: 
Is being arranged at the local school hall. Bring 
own bedding. 

REGISTRATION/FEES: 

Entry on day. Courses to be drawn up by competitor. 

$10 Senior $5 Junior $27 Family 

HOW TO GET THERE: 
Waiouru Army Training Camp, follow O' signs. 

START TIMES: Between 10.30am to 2.00pm. 

ORGANISER: Graham Teahan PH: 06-323 8987 
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